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1. Introduction 
 In the last few years there has been considerable work on non-Hermitian 
Hamiltonians. Among this kind of Hamiltonians, much attention has focused on the 
investigation of properties of so-called PT-symmetric Hamiltonians. Following the early 
studies of Bender and his co-workers [1], the PT-symmetry formulation has been successfully 
utilized by many authors [2-10]. Non-Hermitian Hamiltonians with real or complex spectra 
have also been analyzed by using different methods [3-6,10-12]. Non-Hermitian but PT-
symmetric models have applications in different fields, such as optics [13], nuclear physics 
[14], condensed matter [15], quantum field theory [16] and population biology [17].  
 The aim of the present work is to further pursue the development of PT-symmetry and 
to solve the one-dimensional time-independent Klein-Gordon (KG) equation for some 
complex potentials. In view of the PT-symmetric formulation, we will apply the Nikiforov-
Uvarov (NU) method [18] to solve the (1+1)-dimensional time-independent KG equation for a 
spinless particle of rest mass  m. We have presented exact bound states for a family of 
exponential-type potentials, i.e., generalized Hulthén potential which can be reduced to the 
standard Hulthén potential, Woods-Saxon potential and exponential-type screened Coulomb 
potential. This family of potentials have been successfully applied to a number of different 
fields of physical systems. Using the quantization of the boundary condition of the states at 
the origin, Znojil [19] studied another form of the generalized Hulthén potential in non-
relativistic and relativistic region. Dominguez-Adame [20] and Chetouani et al. [21] also 
studied relativistic bound states of the standard Hulthén potential. On the other hand, Rao and 
Kagali and Rao et al. [22] investigated relativistic bound states of the exponential-type 
screened Coulomb potential by means of the one-dimensional KG equation. However, it is 
well known that for the exponential-type screened Coulomb potential there is no explicit form 
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of the energy expression of bound states for KG [22], Schrödinger [22, 23] and also Dirac 
equations [24]. 
 In a recent work [25], we have presented the bound-state solutions of the one-
dimensional Dirac equation in the vector coupling scheme for PT-symmetric potentials with 
complexified generalized Hulthén potential. In this study we will be dealing with bound-state 
solutions of the one-dimensional KG equation in the scalar coupling scheme for real and 
complex forms of generalized Hulthén potential. The organization of the present work is as 
follows. After a brief introductory discussion of the NU method in Section 2, we obtain the 
bound-state energy eigenvalues for real and complex cases of generalized Hulthén potential 
and corresponding eigenfunctions in Section 3. In Section 4, we have presented the NU 
method for exact bound states of PT-symmetric exponential potential. As pointed out by Dutt 
et al. [26], the screened Coulomb potential can very well be represented by an effective 
Hulthén potential [27]. Finally, conclusions and remarkable facts are discussed in the last 
section. 
2. The Nikiforov-Uvarov (NU) method 
In recent years, an alternative method known as the NU method has been introduced 
for solving the non-relativistic and relativistic wave equations. There have been several 
applications involving the Schrödinger equation with some well-known potentials [28], and 
the Dirac, KG and Duffin-Kemmer-Petiau equations for the exponential-type potentials using 
this method [25, 29, 30]. Various special functions appear in the solution of many problems of 
relativistic and non-relativistic quantum mechanics. The differential equations whose 
solutions are the special functions can be solved by using the NU method. This method is 
developed for constructing solutions of the general second-order linear differential equation 
which are special orthogonal polynomials [18]. It is well known that any given one-
dimensional or radial Schrödinger equation and other Schrödinger-like equations can be 
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written as a second-order linear differential equation. Therefore, to apply the NU method one 
writes it in the generalized hypergeometric differential equation form 
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where )(zσ  and )(~ zσ  are polynomials, at most of second degree, and )(~ zτ  is a polynomial, 
at most of first degree. 
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Since )(zϕ  has to be a polynomial of degree at most one, in Eq.(8) the expression 
under the square root must be the square of a polynomial of first degree [18]. This is possible 
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only if its discriminant is zero. Hence we obtain an equation, in the quadratic form, for k. 
After determining k, we have )(zϕ  from Eq.(8), and then )(zφ , )(zτ  and λ , respectively. 
3. Exact bound-state solutions of the generalized Hulthén potential 
It is well known the fact that the exact solutions of the KG equation play an important 
role in relativistic quantum mechanics. Thus, considerable efforts have been spent in recent 
years towards obtaining the exact solutions of other types of relativistic wave equations for 
certain potentials of physical interest [22, 29, 31, 32]. Having given the brief review of the 
NU method above, let us now consider the (1+1)-dimensional time-independent KG equation 
for a spinless particle of rest mass  m 
( ) ( )[ 0)(  )( )( 1)( 2 22 22 =−−′′ ++ xxSmcxVEcx ψψ h ]      (10) 
in the presence of vector and scalar potentials, where the vector and scalar potentials are given 
by  and , respectively. We will be dealing with bound-state solutions, i.e., the wave 
function vanishes at infinity. Here we consider the situation where the scalar potential is 
greater than the vector potential. Usually it is required that  in order to assure the 
existence of bound states [20, 32, 36]. 
)(xV )(xS
)()( xVxS >
 As is known in relativistic quantum mechanics, the interaction potential can either be 
introduced in the vector coupling prescription or in the scalar prescription following the 
minimal coupling rule. While one often deals with the vector coupling prescription, its 
counterpart, viz., the scalar interaction seldom appears in literature. As a classical application 
of the scalar prescription, we choose the one-dimensional scalar potential 
x
x
e
e
q
SxSq  
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which is called generalized Hulthén potential [29]. The deformation parameter q determines 
the shape of the potential. It is worth mentioning here that, for some specific q values this 
potential transforms to the well-known types : such as for 0=q  to the exponential potential, 
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for  to the standard Hulthén potential and for 1=q 1−=q  to the Woods-Saxon potential. 
When 0→α , the potential is close to the origin 
  x
q
S
q
SxSq   )1(1
)( 2
00 α−−≈ +          (12) 
and behaves like a linear potential [33] which is a Lorentz scalar used in the study of 
quarkonium systems, where α  denotes the range parameter and  denotes the scalar 
coupling constant. Such a potential arises, for example, for charged bosons in the electric field 
of two paralel condenser plates separated by a distance  [34]. It also arises in an 
approximate treatment of particle production in  QCD. When a pair of quarks and an 
antiquark 
0S
l
qq  are stretched, the field between the quark and the antiquark is represented as an 
approximation by an Abelian gauge field. The strength parameter  α 
) 1 ( 2
0
−q
S
  is then related 
to the string tension [35]. The mixed vector-scalar interaction has also been analyzed in one-
plus-one dimensions for a linear potential [36]. 
 For , the one-dimensional KG equation for a given general potential  in 
the scalar coupling scheme reads 
0)( =xV )(xS
  ( )[ ] 0)(  )(   1)( 2 2222 =−′′ ++ xxSmcEcx ψψ h .      (13) 
It is worth to note that, in this case ( i.e., the case of a pure scalar potential ) one finds energy 
levels for particles and antiparticles arranged symmetrically about 0=E  [37]. Eq.(13) can 
readily be transformed to the Schrödinger-like second-order differential equation, 
  [ ] 0)( )( 2)( effeff2 =−′′ + xxUEmx ψψ h        (14) 
with an  “effective energy”  and  “effective potential”  given by effE )(eff xU
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It is straightforward to see that Eq.(13) can be written as  
  [ ] 0)( )()(2)()( 222 =−−−−′′ + xEmxmSxSx ψψ ,      (16) 
where we have used the natural units ( 1== ch ). 
 By substituting Eq.(11) into Eq.(16) and defining a new variable , one 
obtains the generalized equation of hypergeometric type which is given by Eq.(1) 
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with real )  (  0 222 mE ≤≥ε  for bound states [20]. Substituting )(~ ),( zz qq τσ  and  into 
Eq.(8), one finds 
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The constant parameter k can be determined from the condition that the expression under the 
square root has a double zero, i.e., εγβ  4 222 += ±± qk . We then obtain the following 
possible forms of )(zqϕ : 
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where )/( 44 220
222 αγ Sqqa ++ == . The polynomial )(zqϕ  is chosen such that the 
function )(zqτ  given by Eq.(7) will have a negative derivative [18]. This condition is 
satisfied by 
  ( ) zqqz aSq  22)21()(  0 εετ +++ −=  , ( ) 022  <−=′ ++ ετ qq aq    (21) 
which corresponds to 
( zqaqSzq  22
1)(  0 εεϕ ++−= )         (22) 
for εβ ak −=− 2 . Then, we have another constant, )(zk qϕλ ′= +− , written as 
  εβλ  )()(
2
12 qaqa ++ −−= .        (23) 
Thus, substituting )( , zqτλ ′  and  into Eq.(3), the exact energy eigenvalues of the 
generalized Hulthén potential are determined as 
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with )12(4),(  , 20
22
0 +++= nqqq SSnκ ααα . For pure attractive scalar potential, all bound 
states appear in pairs, with energies . Since the KG equation is independent of the sign of nE±
E  for scalar potentials, the wave functions become the same for both energy values. It should 
be noted that the result given in Eq.(24) is consistent with that given in Eq.(20) obtained by 
means of supersymmetric method in Ref. [38]. 
 To find the function , which is the polynomial solution of hypergeometric-type 
equation, we multiply Eq.(4) by an appropriate function  so that it can be written in self-
adjoint form [18] 
)(zy
)(zω
  0  )   ( =′′ + yωyω λσ .         (25) 
Here  satisfies the differential equation  )(zω ωω  )  ( τσ =′   which yields 
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 We thus obtain the eigenfunctions of hypergeometric-type equation from the 
Rodrigues relation given by Eq.(5) in the following form : 
  [ ])/(0202 )(   )(  )( / qannnnqa qzzdzdqzzBzy SS εεnqnq ++−− −−= .    (27) 
The eigenfunctions  are, up to a numerical factor, the Jacobi polynomials  
with 
)(zynq )(
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 2
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1 −=  [18, 39]. By substituting )(zqϕ  and  in Eq.(6), one can find the other 
factor of the wave function giving 
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As stated in Eq.(2), the wave function is constructed as a product of two independent parts. In 
this case the wave functions )(znqψ  can be determined as 
  )( )()( zyzz nqnq qφψ =  
               = )(
0
)/ ,2( 2/) (
0
2
1  )(  z
S
q
S qaqqa εε nnq PqzzC −− +      (29) 
where  and  being a normalization constant. Notice that xeSz  0  α−= nqC )(xnqψ  decreases 
exponentially as ∞→x , being square-integrable and thus representing a truly bound state. 
3.1 Non-Hermitian  PT-symmetric generalized Hulthén potential 
The Hermiticity of a Hamiltonian was supposed to be necessary condition for the real 
spectrum until the year 1998 [1]. A conjucture due to Bender and Boetcher has relaxed this 
condition by introducing the concept of PT-symmetric Hamiltonians. A Hamiltonian is said to 
be PT-symmetric when [ , where  P  denotes parity operator (space reflection), i.e., 
, and  T  denotes time-reversal, i.e., 
] 0 , =PTH
)()(: xfxfP −→ iiT  : −→ , namely, for a given 
potential , when one makes the transformation of )(xS xx −→  (or xx −→ ξ )  and  ii −→ , 
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if the relation   or   exists, then the potential  is said to 
be PT-symmetric. 
)()( * xSxS =− )()( * xSxS =−ξ )(xS
Now let us consider the case, namely, at least one of the potential parameters is 
complex. If α  is a pure imaginary parameter, i.e. αα i→ , such potentials are written as a 
complex function 
 [  ) sin( ) cos(  
1) cos(2
)( 2
0 xx
x
iq
qq
SxSq ααα ++ −−= ]     (30) 
which is PT-symmetric but non-Hermitian. It is worthwhile here to point out that, such as a 
complex periodic potential having PT-symmetry of the form  
which exhibit real band spectra was discussed in detail by Bender et al. [40]. The complex 
potential (30) has real spectra given by 
,...)2,1,0(   )(sin )( 12 == + nxixV n
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where )12(4),,(  20
22
0 ++−= nqSqSqμn ααα . If , there exist bound state, 
otherwise there are no bound states. 
2
0
22 4Sq ≥α
Referring back to Eq.(29), the corresponding wave functions )(znqψ  are identified in 
the form 
)(
0
)/  , 2( 2/) (
0
2
1     )(  )( z
S
qqbiqqbi εε
nnqnq PqzSzCz −−= +−ψ      (32) 
with  22 4γ−= qb   and  . xieSz    0  α−=
 Fig.1 illustrates the ground-state energy level as a function of the coupling constant  
for various shape parameters. The range parameter 
0S
α  is chosen to be , where 
 (
cλ/1=α
mmcλc /1/ == h 1 , 1 == ch ) denotes the Compton wavelength of the KG particle. It can 
be seen easily that, while  in the ground-state ( i.e., 00 →S 0=n  ), all energy eigenvalues 
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tend to the value . As it can be seen from Table 1, PT-symmetric non-Hermitian 
generalized Hulthén potential generates real and positive bound states. For fixed  
and any given 
mE  118.10 ≈
mS  25.00 =
α , all the binding energies  are decreasing with increasing . 
The values obtained in Ref.[29] using the vector potential are also shown in Table 1 for 
comparison. Fig.2 shows the variation of the energy eigenvalues of a KG particle, which is 
moving in PT-symmetric potential given by Eq.(30), as a function of the range parameter 
2mcEE nb −= q
α  
for . The coupling strength parameter  is chosen to be 0.1=q 0S mS  5.00 = . 
  3.2 Pseudo-Hermiticity and PT-symmetry 
 It is interesting to note that when all three parameters , q and 0V α  are pure imaginary 
at the same time, i.e., ,  and 00  SS i→ qq i→ αα i→ , the potential given by Eq.(11) 
transforms to the form 
  [ ) cos() sin(  
1) sin(2
)( 2
0 xx
x
iq
qq
SxSq ααα −−−= + ].     (33) 
This form of the potential has a  phase difference with respect to the potential given by 
Eq.(30). Recently, Mostafazadeh [8] has shown that the potentials of this form are P-pseudo-
Hermitian and claimed that the η -pseudo-Hermiticity, , is the necessary 
condition for having real spectrum, where   is referred to as a Hermitian linear 
automorphism. For a non-Hermitian potential , the necessary and sufficient condition for 
having a real energy spectrum is that there exist an invertible linear operator O such that  
is -pseudo-Hermitian, where 
2/π
+=− HηHη 1  
η
)(xS
)(xS
η += OOη  . A potential  is said to hold -pseudo-
Hermiticity when . Ahmed [41] has suggested an explicit form for a 
Hermitian linear automorphism, , which affects an imaginary shift of 
the coordinate : 
)(xS η
)( )( *1 xSηxSη =−
dxdippeη /  ,    −== −θ
θixηxη +=−1  . 
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 If we replace x by ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ −   
2
xπα , we have ) cos() sin( xx αα →  and also 
) sin() cos( xx αα → . Thus we obtain  for the complex potential given by 
Eq.(33) where the Hermitian, linear and invertible operator η  is the the parity operator P, 
which acts on the position operator as 
)( )( *1 xSPxSP qq =−
xπPxP −=− α2
1   [42]. Hence, the complex version of 
the generalized Hulthén potential possesses P-pseudo-Hermiticity. Under joint action of 
spatial reflection ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ −→  :
2
xπxP α  and time-reversal , we obtain 
 for the complex version of the potential function given by Eq.(11). 
Therefore, we can say that the complex potential given by Eq.(33) also holds PT-symmetry. It 
has exact real spectra 
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where )12(4),,(  20
22
0 +−−= nqSqSqδn ααα   with  . 2022 4Sq ≥α
Now again referring back to Eq.(29), the corresponding wave functions )(znqψ  are 
identified in the form 
 )(
0
)/ ,  2( 2/) (
0
2
1  )   (  )(   z
S
qqbiqqbi εε
nnqnq PqziSizCz −−= +−ψ       (35) 
where . xiez Si    0   α−=
 4. PT-symmetric exponential potential 
 In the previous section we have obtained the bound-state solutions of the generalized 
Hulthén potential with  and presented the explicit form of the eigenvalues and the wave 
functions. Now we turn our attention to the 
0≠q
0=q  case. Note that, for , there is no 0=q
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explicit form of the energy expression of bound states for KG [22], Schrödinger [22, 23] and 
also Dirac equations [24]. 
 Inserting the PT-symmetric exponential potential  in Eq.(16), we 
obtain  
xieSxS    0   )( α−−=
  [ ] 0)(  )( 2  )( 22   0  2  20 =−−−′′ −− ++ xEmmSSx xx ii ee ψψ αα .     (36) 
Defining a new variable , Eq.(36) transforms to xies S    0  α−=
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and the corresponding )(sϕ  is determined as 
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Following a procedure similar to the previous case, when     )( εαϕ i
i ss −−=  is chosen for 
αα
ε22
2 −−=− mk , 
  ss ii  2   21()( ) αετ −−=  , αααλ
ε im −−−= 22 2  , αφ /   )( sii ess ε −−=     (39) 
is obtained. Substituting )(sσ  and )(sτ , together with λ , into Eq.(4) yields 
  0)( 22 )(    2) 21()( 2 =⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛−′⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ −−′′ +++ sssss ymiyiiy αααα
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Further by putting , Eq.(40) can also be reduced to the standard 
Whittaker differential equation [43] : 
)(  )( )2/1(2/ zuzzy νze −−=
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whose solutions vanishing at infinity can be written in terms of the Kummer confluent 
hypergeometric functions, 
  ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ −== +++− zze νμνFzMzu νzνμ  ; 21 ;   )()( 2
1
11
)2/1(2/ 
,      (42) 
where α/  miμ =  , εiν  −=  , and xies Siiz    0     2   2 ααα
−== . 
Two linearly independent series solutions to Eq.(40) are given by in terms of confluent 
hypergeometric functions as follows : 
 ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
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⎞⎜⎝
⎛= +++−− −− zzzz imiiFBimiiFAy εi      ; 21 ;   ; 21;  )(
2
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2
1
11
  2
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In this solution the second term is physically unacceptable since 
∞→⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛=⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛= − xx ε
εε
ε eez
ii
ii SiSi    2
  2
0
  2 
   
0
  2   2   2 αα αα   when  ∞→x . Thus, the acceptable 
solution vanishing at infinity is found to be 
  ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛== −−−−−     2  ;   21 ;      )()()(  
2
1
11
/   sessss iiiiFAy msii ε αα εεαφψ    (44) 
A being a normalization constant. In terms of the original variable x , we can write the wave 
function as 
 ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ −−= −−− −−− xx iii ee SiiiiFxSiSAx mε    011   00   2 ; 21 ;   exp )(    2
1   αα
αααα εεεψ . (45) 
 To obtain the energy eigenvalues we demand that )(xψ  vanishes at the origin ( 0=x ). 
This implies the vanishing of the Kummer function at the origin, thus leading to the following 
eigenvalue equation 
0  2 ; 21 ; 011   2
1 =⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ −−− SiiiiF m αα εε        (46) 
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which is an implicit equation for the determination of the energy eigenvalues. The explicit 
solution of Eq.(46), showing the dependence of the energy eigenvalues αε
22 Em −=   on 
 and 0S α , is then reduced to find the zeros of the Kummer confluent hypergeometric 
function. These are complicated transcendental equations, the real roots of which can only be 
found numerically, using computational tools like Mathematica or Maple [22, 44]. 
 5. Conclusions 
 We have found that the (1+1)-dimensional time independent Klein-Gordon equation 
for the generalized scalar Hulthén potential can be solved exactly. The relativistic bound-state 
energy spectrum and the corresponding wave functions have been obtained by the NU method 
when the scalar coupling is of sufficient intensity compared to the vector coupling. While the 
relativistic bound-state eigenfunctions are expressed in terms of Jacobi polynomials for 
, they are expressed in terms of confluent hypergeometric functions for . Some 
interesting results including complex PT-symmetric and pseudo-Hermitian versions of the 
generalized Hulthén potential have also been discussed. We show that it is possible to obtain 
relativistic bound states of complex quantum mechanical formulation.  
0≠q 0=q
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Fig.1 The variation of the ground-state ( 0=n ) energy of a Klein-Gordon particle, which is 
moving in PT-symmetric potential given by Eq.(30), as a function of the coupling constant  
for three different shape parameters. The constant 
0S
α  characterizing the range of the potential 
is mmcλ === / 1/1 c hα  ( 1 , 1 == ch ). 
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Figure 2
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Fig.2 The variation of the energy eigenvalues of a Klein-Gordon particle, which is moving in 
PT-symmetric potential given by Eq.(30), as a function of the range parameter α  for 0.1=q . 
The coupling strength  of the potential is chosen to be 0S mS  5.00 = . The curves are plotted 
for the first three values of the vibrational quantum number . n
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Table 1. The ground-state binding energies ( ) of a KG particle of mass unity 
as a function of  for various values of the range parameter 
2
0 mcEEb −=
q α  in PT-symmetric potential 
given by Eq.(30) (  25.00 =S ). The values obtained in Ref.[29] using the vector potential are 
also shown in table. Here α  is expressed in units of the Compton wavelength 
( ). h//1 c mcλ ==α
 
  Vector potential 
( Ref.[29] ) 
  Scalar 
potential 
 
 
q  
5.0=α  
2
0 mcE −  
0.1=α  
2
0 mcE −  
0.2=α  
2
0 mcE −  
5.0=α  
2
0 mcE −  
0.1=α  
2
0 mcE −  
0.2=α  
2
0 mcE −  
0.5 0.584789 0.503548 0.726663 ----------- 0.802776 0.614831 
1.0 0.264375 0.282323 0.555525 0.600781 0.260846 0.506699 
1.5 0.168081 0.219446 0.504860 0.182955 0.204579 0.474727 
2.0 0.125097 0.190836 0.480840 0.126170 0.180312 0.459301 
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